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Abstract

a social network and a content network. The networks are
then characterized using common network properties such as
(in-/out-)degree and betweenness centrality. The inﬂuence is
then measured using a set of multilevel time-series regression models producing what we term an inﬂuence network
showing how these variables impact each other in time. Additionally, our Inﬂuence Framework can integrate other network properties tailored to a given problem domain. We show
how the Inﬂuence Framework can be applied to networks obtained from a corpus of conference information and networks
extracted from a Dutch political forum.
Importantly, the use of Semantic Web standards simpliﬁes
the extraction interrelated networks as these knowledge representation standards enable explicit connections between content and the users who exchange it. The ability to study the
connection between people through their objects was posited
as a key beneﬁt to using the Semantic Web in conjunction
with social networks [Bojars et al., 2008]. This work is an
example of where these beneﬁts are coming to fruition.
We describe three core contributions of our work:

Artiﬁcial intelligence has a long history of learning from domain problems ranging from chess to
jeopardy. In this work, we look at a problem stemming from social science, namely, how do social
relationships inﬂuence communication content and
vice versa. The tools used to study communication
content (content analysis) have rarely been combined with those used to study social relationships
(social network analysis). Furthermore, there is
even less work addressing the longitudinal characteristics of such a combination. This paper presents
a general framework for measuring the dynamic bidirectional inﬂuence between communication content and social networks. The framework leverages
the idea that knowledge about both kinds of networks can be represented using the same knowledge representation. In particular, through the use
of Semantic Web standards, the extraction of networks is made easier. The framework is applied to
two use-cases: online forum discussions and conference publications. The results provide a new
perspective over the dynamics involving both social networks and communication content.

1

• A general framework for measuring the bi-directional
inﬂuence between networks of people and the content
associated with those people.
• A multilevel time-series regression model for measuring
the longitudinal inﬂuences between the network properties of content and social networks.

Introduction

• The generation of inﬂuence networks for both Dutch political forums and the World Wide Web conference series, which provide new material for social scientists to
investigate these domains.

Does an informative post on a microblogging service lead to
a user gaining followers? If a user is popular in a social network, will their new status updates be widely quoted? If a researcher identiﬁes a new topic one year, does that result in the
research having more coauthors the next? As an increasing
amount of content is mediated through social networks, these
types of questions are of great interest, in particular, to developers, social scientists, and businesses that aim to understand
the link between content generation and social connection. A
key aspect to answering these questions is to understand how
the relationships between users inﬂuence the content of their
communication and vice versa.
In this paper, we summarize our work[Wang and Groth,
2010], which extended our previous work [Oegema et al.,
2010] by proposing a general framework for measuring such
inﬂuence over time. In our approach, we translate both user
relationships and content into two corresponding networks:

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We begin
by presenting the Inﬂuence Framework and its constituent
parts. This is followed by a discussion of the application of
the Framework to two use cases: one studying a conference
series and the other studying data from a Dutch political forum. Related work is then discussed, which is followed by a
conclusion.

2

Inﬂuence Framework

The Inﬂuence Framework is a three stage framework for measuring the inﬂuence between (and within) user relationships
and the content they communicate. While such measures of
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inﬂuence are clearly possible to perform on a case-by-case
basis, a key realization in this work is that by representing
content and user relationships as networks, standard network
properties can provide a good initial insight into inﬂuence in
different domains. We note that inﬂuence is a time-dependent
notion and thus our framework requires time series data.
The three stages of the framework are:

to extract meaningful statistics of the data in order to better
understand the underlying forces and structures that produced
the observed data.

2.3

When modeling variations in the level of a process, one of
the typical methods is to use the autoregressive (AR) models.
Let X be a time series: X = {x(1) , x(2) , . . . }, where x(t)
is the data observation at time t. Here, x(t) is a vector, i.e.,
(t)
(t)
(t)
x(t) = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xm )T , where m is the total number
(t)
of variables we are modelling and each xi , i = 1, . . . , m,
is a variable we are interested in, such as the betweenness
and degree centrality of a node in the social network or the
centrality values of certain political or scientiﬁc topics. In
this paper, we opt for a simple model for each variable xi
independently, which only includes the values from the last
time-point as independent variables, i.e., an AR(1)-process:

1. Network Generation
2. Network Property Measurement
3. Time Series Analysis
We now discuss each of these stages.

2.1

Network Generation

The ﬁrst stage of the framework is to generate a series of both
content and social networks as well as bindings between those
networks. The starting point is information about a set of actors who interact over time, e.g., participants in online discussions, scientists who co-author, etc. From these data sets, a
series of social networks representing the interaction of these
actors over time can be produced. Then, a corpus of content
related to each actor, over time, is needed e.g., the textual content of online discussions a participant posted, the abstract a
scientist wrote, etc. This content corpus should also have the
property that pieces of content are stable across a group of
actors. Based on some relations between content at each time
step, a series of content networks can be generated. A key artifact for the framework is documentation of the relationship
between actors and the content they produce at each time step.
We term these relationships bindings.
The network generation stage is perhaps the most domain speciﬁc part of the framework as a decision must be
made about which content and which sort of user relationship
should be represented in the network. Furthermore, many domains have different data formats requiring specialized programs to generate the needed networks. This is where Social
Semantic Web technologies are particularly important. By
providing common query interfaces and data representations,
the extraction of these networks is made easier.

2.2

Multilevel time-series regression models

(t)

(t−1)

xi = ai + b1i x1

(t)

+ · · · + bmi x(t−1)
+ εi ,
m

(1)

(t)

where ai is a constant and εi is Gaussian noise with zero
mean and variance σε2 . The inﬂuence coefﬁcients or effects
{b1i , . . . , bmi } quantify how variation in the predictor variable at time t − 1 is related to the variation of the predicted
variable at time t, i.e., the inﬂuence among different variables
over time.
Generally, the above mentioned variables are referred to in
statistics as units of analysis. In social reality, these variables
are often from different levels, which are frequently hierarchically nested. For example, when studying research achievements, attributes of individual researchers, research groups,
faculties and the universities as a whole can all be important
units of measures. This stage applies the above introduced
regressive model to study the inﬂuence between variables.
The resulting coefﬁcients are also called ﬁxed effects. However, there exist variations among different actors, i.e., random effects (actor-level errors). Therefore, such single-level
statistical methods are no longer appropriate to study these
so-called complex data sets [Snijders and Bosker, 1999]. We,
thus, need to apply multilevel analysis to examine both ﬁxed
and random effects of variables measured at different levels [Hayes, 2006; Snijders and Bosker, 1999].

Measuring Network Properties

Once the content networks and social networks have been
produced, the properties of those networks that are of interest
need to be deﬁned (as variables) and then measured. Standard
network properties (e.g., various kinds of centrality in [Scott,
2000]) can be measured as initial choices. It is important to
note that while these network properties can be measured for
every graph, their underlying meaning with respect to the social reality needs to be deﬁned on a per domain basis.
While these measures are a useful start, any network property that varies over time is allowable within the Inﬂuence
Framework. Later in Section 3.3, we show how other domain
speciﬁc network properties can be used to gain additional insight into the inﬂuence between content and social networks.
The output of this stage is a table mapping each actor to
values for each property at each time step. This forms a time
series, that is, data at successive time steps spaced at uniform
time intervals. Next, we will introduce a time series analysis

(t)

(t)

(t)

Formally, we deﬁne xp = (x1,p , . . . , xm,p )T , a vector
containing the variables for actor p at time t. We can then
rewrite (1) as
(t)

(t)

(t)

+ εi + cTi,p x(t−1)
+ εi,p ,
xi,p = ai + bTi x(t−1)
p
p

(2)

where bi = (bi1 , . . . , bim )T and ci = (ci1 , . . . , cim )T are
the ﬁxed-effect coefﬁcients and random-effects coefﬁcients
respectively.
The output of this stage is the set of statistics generated as
a result of ﬁtting the regression models as well as a diagram,
called an inﬂuence network, that shows the statistically signiﬁcant effects between variables.
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3

Use Cases

3.1

Inﬂuence between co-authors of academic
papers and the topics they address

 

Data Collection
We obtained a corpus of paper metadata about the World
Wide Web conference from the Semantic Web Dogfood
repository [Möller et al., 2007]. The corpus spans four years
of the conference from 2007 to 2010 using generally the same
schema.

 





 

 


 

  












Generating social networks
We chose the co-author network as the social network of
interest. For every year, we retrieved the co-author pairs
for each article using a simple query database query. From
these results, we built a weighted undirected graph for each
year where nodes are authors, edges are shared authorship
of an article and the weights on edges are the number of coauthorships between the two linked authors.
For each year, we measured the degree and betweenness
centrality of each author. The degree centrality represents
how active the author is in coauthoring with others, while the
betweenness centrality indicates the author’s role in connecting different authors. We also measure clustering coefﬁcient
which provides a measure of whether authors write with the
same set of other authors.

Figure 1: Inﬂuence network for WWW conference
constructed to to study the inﬂuence network between topics of a conference and the co-authorship of papers. Figure
1 shows the resulting inﬂuence network. This network only
shows effects which are statistically signiﬁcant. Note, when
reading such an inﬂuence network, the edges are directional
in time. For example, in Figure 1, the edge between degree
in the content network and clustering coefﬁcient in the social
network, should be read as the degree at some time t has large
negative effect on the clustering coefﬁcient in time t + 1.
The network suggests a number of avenues for investigation. First, there is strong negative effect between the degree
centrality of a topic (i.e., keyword) on itself, which suggests
that a popular topic one year is likely to be less popular the
next. Degree centrality of a topic also has strong negative effects on the degree centrality and clustering coefﬁcient for an
author. One interpretation of this result is that after a burst of
collaboration on a hot topic, the topic becomes less exciting
and the collaboration between authors around it dies down.
There are strong positive effects of the betweenness centrality
of a topic and the subsequent degree centrality and clustering
coefﬁcient of an author. A possible explanation for these effects is that if a topic bridges the gap between other topics in
one conference year, it is likely to become the focus for new
collaborations between authors concentrating on these normally separate topics. Such new collaborations would then
come to the foreground in the next conference year.

Generating content networks
Here, we are interested in the topics under discussion at the
conference each year. We use author assigned keywords as
proxies for topics. Similar to the co-author network, we retrieved the keywords for each article in the conference again
using a database query. To improve overlap between keywords assigned by different authors, keywords containing
more than one word were split into separate words and then
stemmed. Therefore, a weighted undirected graph is built for
each year, where a node is a keyword and an edge is the cooccurrence between two keywords in the same articles. Edges
are weighted by the number of co-occurrences.
We then compute several standard network properties.
Again, the degree provides information about the popularity
of a given topic. The betweenness centrality provides information about whether a keyword is a bridge between other
keywords (i.e.topics).

3.2

Binding social content networks
We bind the two networks together via the papers within the
conference. Thus, we know which author discusses a topic
and what topics are associated with particular authors via
their connection to papers.

Data collection
Our data is collected from one of the oldest Dutch forums,
NL.politiek, which is entirely devoted to politics. Our dataset
contains all the postings from October 2003 to December
2008, in total more than 1.1 million postings.

Inﬂuence Network
For this use case, we study ﬁve network properties.

Generating social networks
All postings were divided into weekly subsets. In each subset, all postings were grouped by their threads. Within each
thread, we record the replying action as the directed links between participants. Therefore, the social networks are formed
as follows: each node represents a participant and there is a
directed link between two participants if one replied to another in one thread, where the weights on the links indicate the number of such replying action within a thread. We

• Three social network properties: degree centrality, betweenness centrality, and clustering coefﬁcient.
• Two content-wise properties: degree centrality, betweenness centrality.
The units of analysis are all year × participant combinations. The multilevel time-series regression models are then
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Inﬂuence between social status of online forum
participants and their political attention

of the content. This suggests that when a popular participant
talks about certain parties, these parties are likely to become
popular in the next week. When a participant becomes a broker, they tend to communicate with different opinion-holders,
therefore they discuss more parties instead of only popular
ones. This might be the reason for the negative effect from
the social betweenness centrality to the content degree centrality. However, this needs to be further investigated.






 




 





 




 




 



 



Figure 2: Standard inﬂuence network

3.3

then aggregated all the threads within one week into a bigger
network, producing a series of 259 weekly social networks
where 21,127 participants are involved.
For each week, we measured the in/outdegree and betweenness centrality of all participants. Here, the indegree
centrality indicates the degree of popularity one participant
has in the online community, while the outdegree centrality
indicates how active he is. The betweenness centrality is an
indicator of the mediating/brokerage role of a participant.

Inﬂuence between user-deﬁned content
variables with social network properties

Content networks can be extracted in a manner that is more
suitable to speciﬁc problems within a domain. Here we show
how user-deﬁned content variables can be studied in the same
framework.
Extracting speciﬁc content variables
In this paper, we focus on two aspects related to the forum
content. The ﬁrst aspect is related to the agenda setting [Severin and Tankard, 2010]. We are interested in whether the
social status of the participants is inﬂuenced by the extent to
which they follow mass media. Therefore, we use a list of
political issues and measure the weekly attention to these issues (the frequencies of occurrence of these issues) in forum
postings and the newspaper articles from ﬁve biggest Dutch
national newspaper, respectively. Then a correlation is calculated between these two lists of the attention, which gives
the ﬁrst content variable N ewspaperContagion. A higher
N ewspaperContagion indicates that the participant more
strongly follows the agenda of the newspapers.
Another interesting aspect is the emotion expressed in the
forum discussions. We check whether the amount of emotion
expressed in the online discussion inﬂuences the social status
of the participants and his willingness to following the mass
media. Similar to measuring the attention to political parties, the frequencies of occurrence of a list of emotional keywords were measured. We separated the emotion of disgust
and hate as a separate variable as they are the major emotions the communication scientists are studying [Oegema et
al., 2008]. Therefore, we have two other content variables:
DisgustHate and OtherEmotions.

Generating content networks
In this use case, we are interested in the attention to the political parties that online participants have when they discuss
in the forum. We thus extract the co-occurrence of parties as
the content network. In the content network, the nodes are
19 Dutch parties and the edge indicates the two linked parties
are mentioned in the same postings. The weight of the edge
is calculated as the Jaccard similarity coefﬁcient between two
sets of postings which mentioned two parties individually. In
this way, we also extracted 259 weekly content networks.
We then measured the betweenness and degree centrality
of each party in each week. These centrality can tell us how
one party’s popularity and breakage role evolves over time.
When a party has a higher degree centrality, then this party is
more often mentioned while other parties are being discussed,
i.e., this party is more relevant or important. A party with a
higher betweenness centrality is more often mentioned as a
reference while more than two parties are mentioned.
Binding social and content networks
We bind two networks based on who talked when, about what.
For each participant, we sum up the corresponding centrality values of the parties which he mentioned in his postings.
Therefore, if one participant mentioned an important party
often, then his degree centrality in terms of his discussion
content is high.

Inﬂuence network
The ﬁve variables we investigate are
• Two network properties: P opularity (=indegree
centrality), Activity (=outdegree centrality) and
Betweenness (betweenness centrality)
• Three communication contents:
DisgustHate,
OtherEmotions and N ewspaperContagion.
Figure 3 shows that both popularity and activity are involved in a positive feedback loop, in a spiral of centrality
in the social network and the expression of disgust and hate.
It suggests that central participants feel unhindered or even
obliged to use rather crude words to maintain their position.
We also ﬁnd that the mass media agenda impacts the agendas
of popular and active participants. Because their popularity
is based on the mass media’s agenda, that inspires them to
continue to follow that agenda, which apparently helps them
to become more popular and active, and so on.

Inﬂuence network
Similar to the conference case, we have ﬁve standard network
variables to model:
• Three social network properties: in and out degree centrality and betweenness centrality
• Two content-wise properties: betweenness and degree
centrality
As shown in Figure 2, the in/out degree and betweenness
centrality have positive effects upon each other and to themselves. Looking at the effects between social network and the
content network, the indegree centrality (i.e., the popularity
of a participant) has a positive effect on the degree centrality
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for network researchers, there has been a large degree of focus on the analysis of social networks over time [McCulloh
and Carley, 2009]. However, there has not been much work
with respect to the longitudinal analysis on the combination
of social and content networks. The closest work is that of
Gloor et al, who use network analysis over social networks
and corresponding content to identify trends, however, they
concentrate on a time dependent betweenness measure and
do not provide a general framework for a variety of network
properties [Gloor et al., 2009].
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In this paper, we presented a general framework for analyzing the dynamic bi-directional inﬂuence between social relationships and the content produced with respect to those relationships. The Inﬂuence Framework leverages a key insight
that by representing both social relationships and content as
networks, common network properties can be used to bootstrap the analysis of inﬂuence. Based on these properties, the
framework applies a time-series regression model to generate
inﬂuence network diagrams representing the statistically signiﬁcant effects of these properties. We applied our framework
to two domains, dutch politics and a conference series, resulting in interesting conclusions about the inﬂuence of media on
political forum participants and the impact of topics on academic collaboration. The data was acquired from both a web
crawl and a Semantic Web source. We note that to acquire
the data from the Semantic Web source required a simple
database query whereas the Web Crawl required signiﬁcant
preprocessing.
By linking across both content and social networks, the Semantic Web is providing a new data source for understanding
the relationship between users and the content that they produce [Bojrs et al., 2008]. The framework described in this
paper provides a new tool for analyzing these relationships
from a longitudinal perspective.

   

 


Figure 3: Regression model of user-deﬁned variables

4

Conclusion

Related work

Social network analysis (SNA) has recently become a popular topic of study in organisation studies, communication
studies, information science, etc. It views social relationships in terms of network theory consisting of nodes and
ties. Using graph algorithms, SNA characterises the structure of social networks, strategic positions in these networks,
speciﬁc sub-networks and decompositions of people and activities [Scott, 2000]. SNA has been applied not only to
Web 2.0 platforms such as Facebook [Ackland, 2009] and
wikis [Tomasev and Mladenic, 2009], but also directly to
the whole Web, the blogsphere, ontologies and the Semantic
Web [Jamali and Abolhassani, 2006; Kim et al., 2005; Hoser
et al., 2006]. Recently, Semantic Web techniques have been
adopted to facilitate standard SNA procedures [Mika, 2005;
Martin and Gutierrez, 2009; Ereteo et al., 2009].
On the other hand, content analysis is a research tool which
has been used since the mid-1950’s to determine the presence of certain words or concepts within texts [Krippendorff,
2003]. By quantifying and analysing the presence, meanings
and relations of such words and concepts, social scientists can
make inferences about the content of the texts. As it is applicable to any piece of writing or recorded communication,
it has been widely used in many ﬁelds, such as media studies, literature, sociology and political science [Holsti, 1969;
Budge et al., 2001; Wimmer and Dominick, 2005]. Recently,
many efforts have been focused on automated content analysis, such as [van Atteveldt et al., 2008], which to a large
degree improves the access to large corpora.
These two classes of analysis have been investigated and
applied in a rather parallel style. Only until recently, social scientists started to combine social network analysis
and content analysis, such as the discourse network analysis in [Leifeld and Haunss, 2010], and the work in [oliver and
Montgomery, 2008].
Another focus of our paper is on the longitudinal analysis
over content and social networks. Recognized as a Holy Grail
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